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CENTRAL VERMONT PT]BLIC SERVICE CORP.


GAGE PROJECT
F.ERC NO. 2397


RECREATION PLAN


INTRODUCTION


Article 413 of the license for the Gage Hydroelectric Project requires a recreation plan. The plan
is detailed in Figure 1.


PLAN DETAILS


1) The picnic tables are in place as shown in Figure l. The tables were constructed with
concrete frames and pressure treated table tops and benches.


2) An interpretive sign will be located as shown on Figure l. Proposed layout of the
interpretive sign is shown in Figure 2.


3) Directional and warning signs detailed in Figure 3 will be installed as shown in Figure l.


ARCHITECTIIRAL AND TRANSPORTATION BOARD COMPLIANCE


The picnic area is accessible by boat only. Hence no special provisions for disabled users are
proposed.


EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES


The picnic area did not require ground disturbance. CVPS is proposing to not submit a detailed
erosion control plan per Article 401 for recreational facilities.


ENTITY RESPONSIBLE FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE


The CVPS operating personnel that take of the hydroelectric station operation will see to the
operation and maintenance of the recreational facilities.


IMPLEMENTATION SCTIEDULE


The picnic area requires no further work. Installation of the signs will be within 90 days of the
receipt of the plan's approval.
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GAGE STATION L.P.2397
RECREATION PLAN


FIGTIRE 2
INTERPRETIVE SIGN


The Gage hydroelectric station was built in 1919- 1920 by the Twin state
Gas & Electric Company. The dam was destroyed in the flood of 1927,
although the powerhouse was largely undamaged. A concrete dam was
constructed in 1929. The facility is significant (and eligible for the National
Register of Historic Places) because it is among the very few genuinely low-
head stations featuring an open channel and generating units in an open pit
setting. The powerhouse is also among the limited number of such buildings
constructed entirely of steel and concrete without the brick facade typicat of
the 1920's powerhouses.


The remains of the first hydroelectric station in St. Johnsbury, reportedly
built in lE9E, are tied into the north abutment of the dam and support the
cableway tower.


Gage Station which is owned and operated by Central Vermont Public
Service Company still generates in excess of 2.8 million kilowatt hours of
electricity per year, enough to supply approximately 220 homes.


Up to 700 cubic feet per second of water passes through the canal from the
dam to the powerhouse. The water powens two vertical shaft Francis units,
rated at approximately 300 and 400 kilowatts each.


The project is operated under the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and was issued a new forty year license in 1994.
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133 FERC ¶ 62,166
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA


FEDERAL ENERGY REGULATORY COMMISSION


Central Vermont Public Service Corporation Project No. 2396-033
Project No. 2397-030
Project No. 2399-036
Project No. 2400-032


ORDER MODIFYING AND APPROVING STUDY OF RECREATIONAL USE


(Issued November 23, 2010)


1. On September 7, 2010, Central Vermont Public Service Corporation (CVPSC),
licensee for the Pierce Mills Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2396) submitted a study of
the recreational use of CVPSC’s licensed hydropower projects on the Passumpsic River,
in compliances with article 413 of the project license.1 The project is located on the
Passumpsic River, near the Town of St. Johnsbury in Caledonia County, Vermont.
CVPSC’s licensed hydropower projects on the Passumpsic River include the Gage
Project (FERC No. 2397), Arnolds Falls Project (FERC No. 2399), and the Passumpsic
Project (FERC No. 2400).


2. Article 413 requires that, within six months of the tenth and twentieth anniversaries
of license order issuance, the licensee file, for Commission approval, a plan and schedule
to conduct a study of recreational use of all the licensee's hydropower projects on the
Passumpsic River. The study is to include the following: (1) recreation use data, by
activity; (2) a discussion of the adequacy of recreation facilities at each project site to
satisfy recreation demand; (3) a description of the methodology used to collect all study
data; and (4) if there is a need for additional facilities, the licensee's proposals to provide
them.


3. The licensee is to prepare each study plan after consultation with the Recreation
Section of the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation (VDFPR) and the
Town of St. Johnsbury (Town). Each study plan is to include documentation of
consultation, copies of all comments, and how the entities' comments are accommodated
by the plan.


4. The CVPSC study lists all of the recreational facilities developed at each of its four
projects on the Passumpsic River. All the recreational facilities proposed in the approved


1 99 FERC ¶ 62,128 (December 8, 1994).
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Project No. 2396-033, et. al. 2


recreation plans for the four projects have been installed, with the exception of the bank-
fishing platform at the Arnold Falls Project. To date, a bank-fishing platform has not
been installed.


5. The primary recreational activities at the Pierce Mills Project are fishing and scenic
viewing. Boaters are occasionally observed and overnight camping is rare. Because of
its urban setting there is minimal recreation use at the Arnold Falls Project. An
interpretive display is located near the powerhouse. Boaters are occasionally observed
using the portage trail. The primary recreational activities at the Gage Project are fishing
and scenic viewing. The primary recreational use at the Passumpsic Project is fishing.
Boaters are occasionally observed.


6. In a letter dated August 5, 2009, CVPSC requested comments from the VDFPR
and the Town of St. Johnsbury regarding the adequacy of the Passumpsic River projects’
existing recreation facilities. Responses were received from VDFPR and the Town on
August 11, 2009 and September 14, 2009, respectively, indicating each party’s interest in
continuing discussions with CVPSC regarding a fishing platform. CVPSC contacted
VDFPR and the Town again in March 2010 and May 2010 requesting additional
consultation and comments. No response was received from the Town, but comments
were received from the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation and
Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department, which included:


• Kiosks should be located at the principle entry points at each facility to make the
public better aware of the recreational opportunities available.


• Where physical access is difficult, CVPSC should investigate enhancements.
• CVPSC should investigate the possibility of extending access to the river on non-


CVPSC property at Arnold Falls and Passumpsic Stations.
• Discussions regarding the installation of a bank-fishing platform should be


resumed.


7. A copy of a draft version of the study was sent to the State agencies and the Town
on July 30, 2010. The State supplied minor comments in an email dated August 27,
2010. No comments were received from the Town.


8. CVPSC indicates the entry points at each project will be reviewed to confirm that
the informational signage currently provided at these locations complies with 18 CFR
Part 8, Section 8.2(a). CVPSC will perform this review in 2010. If the existing signs do
not meet these criteria, new signs will be installed before June 30, 2011.


9. In general, CVPSC believes that the recreation facilities at the Passumpsic River
projects are sufficient to accommodate the type and volume of current use, with the
exception of Arnold Falls. CVPSC proposes that discussions be resumed with the state
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Project No. 2396-033, et. al. 3


and the Town regarding the status and use of the Fred Mold Park area to determine the
need to provide a bank fishing platform at one of two previously proposed locations.


10. The licensee’s proposal lacks a schedule for the completion of discussions with the
State and the Town regarding the status to determine the need to provide a bank fishing
platform at one of two previously proposed locations. The licensee should be allowed six
months to complete the discussions with the Vermont State Agencies and the Town of St.
Johnsbury and file, for Commission approval, its plan and schedule to provide a bank
fishing platform at the Arnolds Falls Project.


11. The FERC Form 80 data shows that the public very lightly uses all 4 of the
projects. The estimated number of visitors to each facility during 2008 is only 1 to 7
average visits per peak weekend. The Arnold Falls Project has the highest use of 7
average visits per peak weekend and the Passumpsic Project with the lowest use of only 1
average visits per peak weekend. Due to this light usage, the licensee's existing
recreation facilities at the Passumpsic River projects are sufficient to accommodate the
type and volume of current use with the exception of the bank-fishing platform at the
Arnolds Falls Project.


The Director orders:


(A) The recreation usage study filed on September 7, 2010 pursuant to article 413
for the Pierce Mills Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2396), is approved, as modified by
ordering paragraph (B).


(B) Within six months of the date of this order, the licensee is to complete the
discussions with the Vermont State Agencies and the Town of St. Johnsbury and provide
for Commission approval its plan and schedule to provide a bank fishing platform at the
Arnolds Falls Project (FERC No. 2399).


(C) This order constitutes final agency action. Any party may file a request for
rehearing of this order within 30 days from the date of its issuance, as provided in section
313(a) of the FPA, 16 U.S.C. § 8251 (2006), and the Commission’s regulations at 18
C.F.R. § 385.713 (2010). The filing of a request for rehearing does not operate as a stay
of the effective date of this order, or of any other date specified in this order. The
licensee’s failure to file a request for rehearing shall constitute acceptance of this order.


Robert J. Fletcher
Chief, Land Resources Branch
Division of Hydropower
Administration and Compliance
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CENTRAL VERMONT PUBLIC SERVICE CORP.


ARNOLD FALLS PROJECT
FTRC NO.2399


RECREATION PLAN


INTRODUCTION


Article 411 of the license for the Arnold Falls Hydroelectric Project requires a recreation plan.


The plan is detailed in Figure l.


PLA}{ DETAILS


1) The canoe portage trail is shown on Figure 1.


2) An interpretive srgn will be located as shown on Figure l. Proposed layout of the
interpretive sign is shown in Figure 2.


3) Directional and warning signs detailed in Figure 3 will be instatled as shown in Figure L


4) A public access area for bank fishing and viewing has been proposed to the Town of St.


Johnsbury across the Moose River from Fred Mold Park as shown on Fþre l. Details
ofthe platform are shown in Figures 4 and 5.


PROPERTY RIGHTS


A legal rev.iew of CVPS' property rights along the east bank ofthe river below the dam \'*.


determined that while CVPS possessed a right of way across the property, the right of way did
not entitle CVPS to perform improvements for recreational access by the general public.
Furthermore, after a site visit with the representative of Vermont Forests, Parks and Recreation
(VFPR), it was determined that the site was not suitable for disabled access bank fishing. As an


alternative, CVPS proposes to develop the bank fishing and viewing area across the Moose River
from Fred Mold Park several hundred feet downstream of the dam, on land owned by the town.
Ifthe platform is constructed, the Beautification Committee of St. Johnsbury has offered to
landscape the land around the platform making it ân extension of the park. The platform has


been approved by the Selectmen and is supported by the Planning Commission of the Town of
St. Johnsbury.


In an agreement with VFPR CVPS has agreed to work with the landowner to stabilize the trail
over the bank utilized by fishermen at CVPS' original proposed location for bank fishingl -At a


meeting on May 31,1995, the landowner agreed to let CVPS install concrete block stairs
provided that the site is not advertised .







CVPS now owTls in fee the island across which the portage passes.


ARCHITECTURAL A}[D TRA}ISPORTATION BOARD COMPLIA}ICE


The recreational plan was developed using the guidelines of the Universal Access to Outdoor
Recreation: A Design Guide, 1993 PLAE, Inc. Berkeley, California. The Design Guide was
created with help from the USDA Forest Service and the Architectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board to help designers of outdoor recreation areas comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act and was given to CVPS by the Green Mountain National Forest
for use in designing recreation areas at licensed hydroelectric facilities.


The bank fishing and viewing platform was designed using the dimensions and features suggested
by the Design Guide.


EROSION A}{D SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES


The canoe portage utilizes an existing trail that is not subject to erosion. The only activity
requiring ground disturbance.is the bank fishing platform. In this case gravel will be brought in to
build the item and large stone will be used to protect the bank. Excavation of existing topsoil is
not contemplated, thus erosion and sediment transport should not be a concern. The gravel will
be packed and contoured to prevent any erosion. CVPS is proposing to not submit a detailed
erosion control plan per Article 401 for recreational facilities.


ENTITY RESPONSIBLE FOR OPERATION A}ID MAINTENA}{CE


The CVPS operating personnel that take of the hydroelectric station operation will see to the
operation and maintenance of the canoe portage facilities. CVPS has proposed to the Town that
the entity that takes care of the park should take care of the bank fishing platform. CVPS will
take responsibility for major repâirs to the facility however.


IMPLEMENTATION SCITEDULE


The portage trail requires no further work. Installation of the signs will be within 90 days of the
receipt of the plan's approval. Construction of the bank fishing and viewing platform is
dependent on approval ofthe plans by the Town of St. Johnsbury and the FERC and therefore is
scheduled for the sunrmer of 1996.
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ARNOLD F'ALLS STATION L.P.2399
RECREATION PI,AN


FIGI]RE 2
INTERPRETTVE SIGN


The Arnold Falls hydroelectric station was built in 1928 by the Twin State
Gas & Electric Company following the 1927 flood which did extensive
damage to a "small and old station" on the north bank of the river. The
facility, together with the Pierce Mills and Passumpsic hydroelectric stations
meet the National Register of Historic Places definition of a historic district
because they are united historically by design and by physical development.
Each station is compact, barely (but sufliciently) large enough to
accommodate a single generating unit, with brick exterior walls, flat roof,
and large, round-arched wall openings typical of utitity designs in the 1920s.


The facility which is owned and operated by Central Vermont Public Service
Company still generates in excess of 1.5 million kilowatt hours of electricity
per year, enough to supply approximately 125 homes. Up to 262 cubic feet
per second of water powers one vertical shaft propeller unit, rated at
approximately 350 kilowatts.


The project is operated under the jurisdiction of the Federal Enerry
Regulatory Commission and was issued a nerv forty year license in 1994.
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ARNOLD FALLS STATION L.P.2397
RECREATION PLAN
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ARNOLD F'ALLS STATION L.P.2399
RECREATION PLAN
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ARNOLD FALLS STATION L.P.2399
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FIGURE 5
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CENTRAL VERMONT PT]BLIC SERVICE CORP.


PASST]MPSIC PROJECT
FERC NO. 2400


RECREATION A}[D I.AIIDSCAPING PLAI{


INTRODUCTION


Articles 412 and 409 of the license for the Passumpsic Hydroelectric Project require recreation
and landscaping plans respectively. The plans are detailed in Figure l.


RECREATION PLAN DETAILS


1) A public parking area for 4 vehicles will be constructed as shown on Figure I with hard
pack gravel and pressure treated curb stops.


2) The picnic tables are in place as shown in Figure l. The closest table to the parking lot
has been modified for wheelchair use. A gravel path to this table will be installed. The
tables were constructed with concrete frames and pressure treated table tops and benches.


3) An interpretive sþ will be located next to the headworks as shown on Figure l.
Proposed layout ofthe interpretive sign is shown in Fþre 2.


4) An impoundment access site, or canoe takeout, is shown on Fþre l. The portage trail
originates here, crosses the wall and proceeds by the parking area to the canal headworks.
Precast concrete steps will be installed to enable canoeists to get up to the canal
headworks bridge. A warning sign will be installed here indicating access for canoe put-in
only. Fences on the headworks bridge and on the island will be installed for canoeists'
safety. The portage trail will come down offthe headworks bridge via large fabricated
steel stairs. The trail winds around roughly parallel to the canal and proceeds down the
ledge to the station tailwater and the canoe put-in site. Several concrete leveling steps will
be installed to provide better footing on the ledge. Per a suggestion from Vennont
Forests, Parks and Recreation, the concrete willbe stained dark to match the ledge.


5) Directional, informational and warning signs detailed in Figure 3 will be installed as shown
in Figure L







ARCHITECTURAL A}{D TRA}{SPORTATION BOARD COMPLIANCE


The recreational plan was developed using the guidelines of the Universal Access to Outdoor
Recreation: A Design Guide,1993 PLAE, Inc. Berkeley, California. The Design Guide was
created with help from the USDA Forest Service and the Architectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board to help designers of outdoor recreation areas comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act and was given to C\IPS by the Green MountainNational Forest
for use in designing recreation areas at licensed hydroelectric facilities.


The parking lot includes an eight foot wide barrier free area to the right of the first space for the
use by a van with a side mounted lift. If recreational use of the area ever causes the þarking lot to
be fully utilized, CVPS will install a sign indicating that the first spot is reserved by dlsphying the
International Symbol of Accessability.


The picnic table closest to the parking lot meets Americans with Disabilities Act Accessability
Guidelines (ADAAG) number 4.32.


EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES


The activities requiring ground disturbance are the parking lot and the trail to the picnic table. In
all cases gravel will be brought in to build the item. Excavation of existing topsoil is not
contemplated thus erosion and sediment transport should not be a concern. The gravel will be
packed and contoured to prevent any erosion. CVPS is proposing to not submit a detailed
erosion control plan per Article 401 for this work.


ENTITY RESPONSIBLE FOR. OPERATION AND MAINTENAI.{CE


The CVPS operating personnel that take care of the hydroelectric station operation will see to the
operation and maintenance of the recreational facilities.


IMPLEMENTATION S CIIEDULE


Completion of the recreation area will be within 90 days of the receipt of the plan's approval,
except that installation of gravel and the portage concrete can probably not take phcè-between
November 15 and April 15 dueto ground conditions.


CANOE PORTAGE ROUTE


CVPS attempted for longer than a year to obtain an easement for a portage route through the
adjacent property and parallel to the railroad right of way. The landownei did not respõnd
favorably and in fact performed substantial landscaping to prevent canoeists from crosìing his
property. The proposed route is shorter, although probably more difficult. With the proposed
enhancements, cvPS believes it is a safe and reasonable alternative.







LANDSCAPING PLAN


The purpose of the landscaping plan is to reduce the visual intrusiveness of the substation from
the picnic area. Crabapple trees and Lilac will be planted for this purpose as shown in Figure l.


LA}ID SCAPING IMPLEMENTATION


If plan approval is received in time, CVPS would prefer to perform the plantings in late
September 1995 to ensure survival. Otherwise the plantings would be completed by June 1996.
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PASSUMPSIC STATION L.P. 24OO


RECREATION AND LANDSCAPING PLAN
FIGURE T
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PASSUMPSIC STATION L.P. 24OO


RECREATION PLAN
FIGT]RE 2


INTERPRETIVE SIGN


The Passumpsic hydroelectric station was built in 1905-1906 for the St.
Johnsbury Electric Company. The powerhouse was completely destroyed in
the flood of 1927. Portions of its foundations, and those of its associated
power canal remain buried on the other side of the existing canal. The plant
was rebuilt in 1929 from designs by the New England Public Service
company, in the location of the chase's leatherboard mill water wheer,
which was also destroyed in the flood. The building behind the powerhouse,
which is not owned by CVPS, is the remainder of the former leatherboard
mill. Passumpsic Station, together with the Arnold Falls and Pierce Mills
hydroelectric stations meet the National Register of Historic Places definition
of a historic district because they are united historically by design and by
physical development. Each station is compact, barely (but sufliciently) large
enough to accommodate a single generating unit, with brick exterior walls,
flat roof, and large, round-arched wall openings typical of utility designs in
the 1920s.


The facility which is owned and operated by Central Vermont Public Service
Company still generates in excess of 3.E million kilowatt hours of electricitv
per year, enough to supply approximately 310 homes.


up to 460 cubic feet per second of water passes through the power canal,
from the dam to the powerhouse. The water powerc one vertical shaft
Francis unit, rated at approximately 700 kilowatts.


The project is operated under the jurisdiction of the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission and was issued a new forty year license in 1994.







PASST]MPSIC STATION L.P. 24OO


RECREATION PLAN
FIGURE 3 - SIGNS
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PASSUMPSIC ITYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
FERC I.ICENCE NO. 24OO


OWNED AND OPERATED BY
CENTRAL VERMONT PUBLIC SERVICE CORP.


Recreation area open to all without discrimination.


No overnight parking
Recreation area closes at dusk.


Please stay clear of the powerhouse and the electrical substation.


Please do not litter: Carrv in - Carrv out.
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September 7, 2010 
 
 
Ms. Kimberly Bose, Secretary 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
Mail CodeDLC,HL-II.2 
888 1st Street NE, Room IA 
Washington,DC  20426 
 
RE: Central Vermont Public Service Corporation 


Passumpsic River Hydroelectric Projects: 
Pierce Mills Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2396 VT) 
Arnolds Falls Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2399 VT) 
Gage Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2397 VT) 
Passumpsic Hydroelectric Project (FERC No. 2400 VT) 


 
Dear Ms. Bose: 
 
Central Vermont Public Service Corporation (CVPS) owns and operates four hydroelectric projects (listed 
above), located on the Passumpsic River in Caledonia County, Vermont.   
 
Article 413 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) issued for the Pierce Mills 
Hydroelectric Project (No. 2396) license, issued on December 8, 1994 requires that CVPS evaluate the 
recreational uses of all CVPS' hydropower projects on the Passumpsic River (referenced above) within 
six (6) months of the 10th and 20th year anniversaries of the issuance date of the license.  The specific 
terms of the license article state: 
 


The Licensee shall file with the Commission, for approval, a plan and schedule to conduct 
a study of recreational use of all the Licensee’s hydropower projects on the Passumpsic 
River.  This study shall include: 
 
1. recreation use data, by activity; 
2. a discussion of the adequacy of recreation facilities at each project site to satisfy 


recreation demand; 
3. a description of the methodology used to collect all study data; and 
4. if there is a need for additional facilities, Licensee’s proposals to provide for them. 
 
The Licensee shall prepare each study plan after consultation with the Recreation Section 
of the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation and the Town of St. 
Johnsbury. 
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The Licensee shall include with each study plan:  documentation of agency and town 
consultation; copies of comment on the plan after it has been prepared and provided to the 
consulted entities, and specific descriptions of how the entities comments are 
accommodated by the plan.  The Licensee shall allow a minimum of 30 days for the entities 
to comment and to make recommendations prior to filing the study plan with the 
Commission. 


 
Due to the combination of project workload, staffing changes, and activities related to licensing of three 
other hydroelectric projects, CVPS did not have the resources available to prepare the required plan and 
schedule by the original filing deadline of June 8, 2005.  CVPS was reminded of the license obligation 
during a recreation inspection of the Projects by John Marc of FERC’s New York Regional Office in 
2008.   
 
CVPS requested an extension of time to file the required study plans and proposed to make the submittal 
on or before June 8, 2010 (within six (6) months of the 15th anniversary of license issuance).  CVPS 
initiated consultation with the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources (VANR) Department of Forests, 
Parks and Recreation and the Town of St. Johnsbury during the summer of 2009.  Consultation with the 
VANR Department of Environmental Conservation and VANR Fish and Wildlife Department was 
undertaken in the Spring of 2010.  All parties expressed their willingness to discuss the adequacy of the 
current recreation facilities.  CVPS received detailed written comments from the VANR on June 7 2010.  
No additional comments were received from the Town of St. Johnsbury. 
 
In order to incorporate the recently received VANR comments into the recreation study plan, and to 
provide the Town of St. Johnsbury additional time to review and provide comments on the revised plan, 
CVPS requested a second extension, until September 8, 2010, to file the study plans with the 
Commission.  FERC approved this request on August 31, 2010.   
 
CVPS filed a revised draft report with the VANR and the Town of St. Johnsbury on July 30, 2010.  
VANR provided minor comments on August 27, 2010.  No comments were received from the Town of 
St. Johnsbury.   
 
With this filing CVPS submits a study of the recreational use of CVPS’s licensed hydropower projects on 
the Passumpsic River.  If you have any questions regarding this filing please contact me at (802) 747-
5594 or beliaso@cvps.com. 
 
Sincerely, 


 
Beth Eliason, P.E. 
Environmental Engineer 
 
 
Electronic cc: 
  J. Mark, FERC NYRO 
  B. Fitzgerald, VANR 
  Town Manager, Town of St. Johnsbury 
  M. Scarzello, CVPS 
  J. Greenan, CVPS 
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1.0  Introduction  


Central Vermont Public Service Corporation (CVPS) owns and operates four hydroelectric 
projects (referenced above), located on the Passumpsic River in Caledonia County, Vermont 
(Figure 1).  Article 413 of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) license issued for 
the Pierce Mills Hydroelectric Project (No. 2396) in December 1994 requires that CVPS evaluate 
the recreational uses of all CVPS' hydropower projects on the Passumpsic River ten and twenty 
years following license issuance. The specific terms of the license article state:  


The Licensee shall file with the Commission, for approval, a plan and schedule to conduct a 
study of recreational use of all the Licensee’s hydropower projects on the Passumpsic River.  
This study shall include:  


1. recreation use data, by activity; 
2. a discussion of the adequacy of recreation facilities at each project site to satisfy 


recreation demand; 
3. a description of the methodology used to collect all study data; and 
4. if there is a need for additional facilities, Licensee’s proposals to provide for them.  


The Licensee shall prepare each study plan after consultation with the Recreation Section of 
the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreation and the Town of St. Johnsbury.  


The Licensee shall include with each study plan:  documentation of agency and town 
consultation; copies of comment on the plan after it has been prepared and provided to the 
consulted entities, and specific descriptions of how the entities comments are accommodated 
by the plan.  The Licensee shall allow a minimum of 30 days for the entities to comment and 
to make recommendations prior to filing the study plan with the Commission.  


Due to the combination of project workload, staffing changes, the issuance of a FERC License for 
our four-station Lamoille River Project (FERC Project No. 2205), and activities related to 
licensing of two other CVPS hydroelectric projects (Carver Falls, FERC Project No. 11475, and 
Silver Lake, FERC Project No. 11478), CVPS did not have the resources available to prepare the 
plan and schedule by the initial deadline of June 8, 2005 (ten years following license issuance).  
CVPS was reminded of this license obligation during a recreation inspection by John Mark of 
FERC in 2008.    


On October 1, 2009 CVPS formally requested an extension of time to make the required filing, 
and proposed to make the required submittal on or before June 8, 2010, which is within six (6) 
months of the 15


th anniversary of license issuance.  A second extension request, until September 
8, 2010, was made on June 14, 2010.   This request was approved by the Commission on August 


                                31, 2010
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2.0  Existing Recreation Facilities  


Recreation opportunities currently available for use and maintained by CVPS include the 
following:  


 
Pierce Mills (FERC Project #2396): access area, canoe portage, picnic area, interpretive 
displays, two tent sites. 


 
Arnold Falls (FERC Project #2399: canoe portage, interpretive display 


 


Gage Station (FERC Project #2397): access area, canoe portage, picnic area, 
interpretive display 


 


Passumpsic Station (FERC Project #2400):  access area, canoe portage, picnic area, 
interpretive display  


CVPS has also produced, and makes available to the public, the Passumpsic River Canoeing and 
Recreation Guide.  This publication, developed with the cooperation of groups and individuals in 
the Passumpsic Valley, and with assistance from the Vermont Agency of Natural Resources.  


The relative locations of each of these facilities is shown in Figure 1..Copies of the FERC 
approved recreation plans are included in Attachment 1.  A discussion of the recreation facilities 
currently available at each project is below.  Photographs of these facilities are included as 
Attachment 2.  


2.1  Pierce Mills  


The approved recreation plan for the Pierce Mills Project includes the following: 
1. Public parking for four vehicles 
2. Two picnic tables, one equipped for wheelchair use 
3. Two tent sites for overnight camping by canoeists 
4. Construction of a stile for access to the river over the penstock 
5. Restroom facilities consisting of a wheelchair accessible portable toilet to be available 


from May to October 
6. Directional, warning and information signs  


All of the facilities proposed in the approved recreation plan for Pierce Mills have been installed.  
CVPS also maintains a portage trail and canoe put-in and takeout areas.  


2.2  Arnold Falls  


The approved recreation plan for the Arnold Falls Project includes the following: 
1. Maintenance of a canoe portage trail 
2. Interpretive signage 
3. Directional, warning and information signs 
4. A public access area for bank fishing and viewing across the Moose River from Fred 


Mold Park.  


All of the facilities proposed in the approved recreation plan for Arnold Falls have been installed, 
with the exception of the bank fishing platform.  A review of CVPS files indicates following 
license issuance, the location was changed to Fred Mold Park, and then again to the Elm Street 
location.  No records were found in CVPS files related to this project after 1997.  To date, a bank 
fishing platform has not been installed. 
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2.3  Gage  


The approved recreation plan for Gage Station includes the following: 
1. Public parking for four vehicles 
2. One picnic table 
3. Directional, warning and information signs  


All of the facilities proposed in the approved recreation plan for Gage Station have been installed.  
CVPS also maintains a portage trail and canoe put-in and takeout areas.  


2.4  Passumpsic  


The approved recreation plan for Gage Station included the following: 
1. Public parking for four vehicles 
2. Two picnic tables, one has been modified for wheelchair use 
3. Interpretive signage 
4. Canoe takeout, portage trail, and canoe put-in facilities 
5. Directional, warning and information signs  


All of the facilities proposed in the approved recreation plan for Passumpsic Station have been 
installed.     


3.0 Recreation Use Data  


In accordance with Section 8.11 of FERC regulations, CVPS has submitted Licensed 
Hydropower Development Recreation Reports (Form 80) for the projects on the Passumpsic 
River.  The most recent reports were submitted for the year 2008.  Form 80 is used to gather 
information necessary for FERC and other agencies to know what recreational facilities are 
located at licensed projects, and whether public recreation needs are being accommodated.  One 
component of the Form 80 is to determine the number of visits to all recreational areas at each 
development or project.  Form 80’s for 2008 and 2003 are included in Attachments 3 and 4.    


The estimated number of visitors to each facility during the summer 2008 season is summarized 
below, and is based on staff observation and estimates.  


Facility Annual  
Total 


Peak Weekend 
Average 


Pierce Mills 427 4 
Arnold Falls 503 7 
Gage  576 2 
Passumpsic 366 1  


3.1  Pierce Mills  


The primary recreational activities at Pierce Mills, based on staff observations, include fishing 
and scenic viewing.  Boaters are occasionally observed, overnight camping is rare.    
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3.2  Arnold Falls  


Because of its urban setting there is minimal recreation use at Arnold Falls.  An interpretive 
display is located near the powerhouse.  Boaters are occasionally observed using the portage trail.    


3.3  Gage  


The primary recreational activities at Gage, based on staff observation, are fishing and scenic 
viewing.    


3.4  Passumpsic  


The primary recreational use of the Passumpsic Project, based on staff observation, is fishing.  
Boaters are occasionally observed.   


4.0 Agency Consultation  


On August 5, 2009, a memo was sent to the Vermont Department of Forest Parks and Recreation 
(VFPR) and the Town of St. Johnsbury (TSJ) regarding the need for CVPS to reevaluate the 
adequacy of the Passumpsic River station’s existing recreation facilities.  Responses were 
received from VFPR and TSJ on August 11, 2009 and September 14, 2009, respectively, 
indicating each party’s interest in continuing discussions with CVPS regarding a fishing platform.  
CVPS contacted VFPR and TSJ again in March 2010 and May 2010 requesting additional 
consultation and comments.  No response was received from TSJ, but comments were received 
from the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation (VDEC) and Vermont Fish and 
Wildlife Department (VFWD)


1.  Copies of this correspondence are included in Attachment 5.    


Combined VANR recommendations include the following:   


 


Kiosks should be located at the principle entry points at each facility to make the public 
better aware of the recreational opportunities available.   


 


Where physical access is difficult CVPS should investigate enhancements. 


 


CVPS should investigate the possibility of extending access to the river on non-CVPS 
property at Arnold Falls and Passumpsic Stations. 


 


Discussions regarding the installation of a bank-fishing platform should be resumed.  


A copy of a draft version of this Evaluation Report was sent to the state agencies and the TSJ on 
July 30, 2010.  The State supplied minor comments in an email dated August 27, 2010.    No 
comments were received from the TSJ.  Copies of agency and town correspondence are included 
in Attachment 5.    


                                                


 


1 Note that the Vermont Department of Forest, Parks and Recreation, the Vermont Department of Fish and 
Wildlife, and the Vermont Department of Environmental Conservation are all components of the Vermont 
Agency of Natural Resources (VANR).  
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5.0 Adequacy of Existing Facilities and Recommendations  


In general CVPS believes that the recreation facilities at the Passumpsic River Stations are 
sufficient to accommodate the type and volume of current use.  Specific recommendations 
regarding the individual facilities are presented below.    


CVPS also recommends that the entry points at each facility be reviewed to confirm that the 
informational signage currently provided at these locations complies with 18 CFR Part 8 Section 
8.2(a).  CVPS will perform this review in 2010.  If the existing signs do not meet these criteria 
compliant signs will be installed before June 30, 2011.    


5.1  Pierce Mills  


Pierce Mills is located in a remote area, and vandalism of recreational facilities (portalet and 
picnic tables) is not uncommon.  The areas must be accessed on foot, parking is available for four 
cars.  Handicap access is possible along the CVPS maintenance road, which although closed to 
vehicular traffic is level enough to accommodate wheel chair travel.  As such, CVPS believes that 
no additional recreation enhancements are needed.  


5.2  Arnold Falls   


CVPS proposes that discussions be resumed with the ANR and the TSJ regarding the status and 
use of the Fred Mold Park area to determine the need to provide a bank fishing platform at one of 
two previously proposed locations as part of this recreation review and evaluation.  


CVPS owns limited property at the Arnold Falls Project.  CVPS does possess a right-of-way on 
the east bank of the river below the dam, however, due to public misuse of the property the 
landowner has posted the bank with no trespassing signs and has indicated to CVPS personnel 
that he plans on installing a fence to further discourage public access.    


5.3  Gage   


The recreational facilities for the Gage Project are located in a remote area.  Vandalism of the 
picnic tables and littering regularly occurs.  The area is accessed via a long, relative flat, dirt 
access road which is closed to vehicular traffic.  CVPS believes that the existing recreational 
facilities are adequate and no additional enhancements are needed.    


5.4  Passumpsic  


The recreational facilities at the Passumpsic Project are adequate to accommodate current use.  
CVPS recognizes that the existing downstream portage covers challenging terrain.  CVPS 
annually maintains this portage, and paints the bedrock access point with a non-skid textured 
paint.  As noted in the FERC approved recreation plan, CVPS attempted to negotiate with the 
neighboring property owner for a downstream portage route.  The landowner was not agreeable, 
and performed substantial landscaping to prevent the public from crossing the property.     
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CENTRAL VERMONT PUBLIC SERYICE CORP.


PIERCE MILLS PROJECT
r.ERC NO.2396


RECREATION AI\ID I"ANDSCAPING PLAN


INTRODUCTION


Articles 412 and409 of the license for the Pierce Mlls Hydroelectric Project require recreation
and landscaping plans respectiveþ. The plans are detailed on Figures 1 and 2.


RECREATION PLAN DETAILS


1) A public parking area for 4 vehicles will be constructed as shown on Figure 2 with hard
pack gravel and pressure treated curb stops.


2) The picnic tables are in place as shown in Figure 2. Theclosest table to the parking lot
has been modified for wheelchair use. A gravel path to this table will be installed. The
tables \¡/ere constructed with concrete frames and pressure treated table tops and benches.


3) Two tentsites for overnight camping by canoeists will be created as shown on Figure 2.
The sites will be level grassy areas. If the sites receive enough use to cause grass distress
and erosion than gravel tent pads will be installed. Signs will be installed indicating
camping for canoeists only.


4) The stile for access to the river over the penstock will constructed as shown in Figure 3


and located as shown on Figure 2. An interpretive sign will be located next to the
platform as shown on Figure 2. Proposed layout ofthe interpretive sign is shown in
Figure 4.


5) Restroom facilities consisting of a wheelchair accessible portable toilet will be located as
shown on Figure 2 from May through October.


6) Directional, warning and information signs detailed in Figure 5 will be installed as shown
in Figures I and2.







ARCHITECTURAL AI.{D TRAI.{SPORTATION BOARD COMPLIA}ICE


The recreational plan was developed using the guidelines of the Universal Access to Outdoor
Recreation: A Design Guide, 1993 PLAE, Inc. Berkeley, California. The Design Guide was
created with help from the USDA Forest Service and the fuchitectural and Transportation
Barriers Compliance Board to help designers of outdoor recreation areas comply with the
Americans with Disabilities Act and was given to CVPS by the Green Mountain National Forest
for use in designing recreation areas at licensed hydroelectric facilities.


The parking lot includes an eight foot wide barrier free area to the right of the first space for the
use by a van with a side mounted lift. If recreational use of the area ever causes the parking lot to
be fully utilizsd, CVPS will install a sign indicating that the first spot is reserved by displaying the
International Symbol of Accessability.


The picnic table closest to the parking lot meets Americans with Disabilities Act Accessability
Guidelines (ADAAG) number 4.32.


The portable toilet will accommodate wheelchairs and will be accessed by a short packed gravel
path.


EROSION AND SEDIMENT CONTROL MEASURES


The activities requiring ground disturbance are the parking lot, the trail to the picnic table and the
penstock stile. In all cases gravel will be brought in to build the item. Excavation of existing
topsoil is not contemplated thus erosion and sediment transport should not be a concern. The
gravel will be packed and contoured to prevent any erosion. CVPS is proposing to not submit a
detailed erosion control plan per Article 401 for this work.


ENTITY RESPONSIBLE FOR OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE


The CVPS operating personnel that take of the hydroelectric station operation will see to the
operation and maintenance of the recreational facilities.


IMPLEMENTATION S CHEDULE


Completion of the recreation area will be within 90 days of the receipt of the plan's approval,
except that installation of gravel and the penstock stile can probably not take place between
November 15 and April 15 due to ground conditions.


PASSUMPSIC RTVER RECREATION GUIDE


A Passumpsic River Recreation Guide is being created by Lyndon State College personnel in
cooperation with the Vermont Department of Forests, Parks and Recreatioq the Passumpsic
River Watch, the Town of St. Johnsbury and CVPS. The guide is scheduled for printing and
distribution in September 1995.







LANDSCAPING PLAN


The purpose of the landscaping plan is to reduce the visual intrusiveness of the substation and the
penstock from the picnic area. Serviceberry, Privet and Vibernum (American Cranberry) will be
planted for this purpose as shown in Figure 6.


LA}{D S CAPING IMPLEMENTATION


If plan approval is received in time, CVPS would prefer to perform the plantings in late
September 1995 to ensure survival. Otherwise the plantings would be completed by June 1996.
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X'IGT]RE 4
INTERPRETIVE SIGN


The Pierce Milts hydroelectric station was built in 1917-191E by the Twin
State Gas & Electric Company. The powerhouse was completely destroyed
in the flood of 1927, although the concrete dam was largely undamaged. The
plant was rebuilt in 192t from designs by the New England Public Service
Company, utilizing portions of the earlier substructure. The facility, together
with the Arnold Falls and Passumpsic hydroelectric stations meet the
National Register of Historic Places definition of a historic district because
they are united historically by design and by physical development. Each
station is compact, barely (but sufliciently) large enough to accommodate a
single generating unit, with brick exterior walls, flat roof, and large, round-
arched wall openings typical of utility designs in the 1920s.


The facility which is owned and operated by Central Vermont Public Service
Company still generates in excess of 1.5 million kilowatt hours of electricity
per yeâr, enough to supply approximately 125 homes.


Up to 200 cubic feet per second of water passes through the pipe, called a
penstocþ from the dam to the powerhouse wÍth a drop in elevation of 18 feet.
The water powers one vertical shaft Francis unit, rated at approximately 250
kilowatts.


The project is operated under the jurisdiction of the Federal Energr
Regulatory Commission and was issued a new forty year license in 1994.
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PIERCE MILLS HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT
FERC LICENCE NO. 2396


OWNED AND OPERATED BY
CENTRAL VERMONT PUBLIC SERVICE CORP.


Recreation area open to all without discrimination.


Overnight camping for canoeists only .


No overnight parking
Recreation area closes at dusk.


Please stay clear of the powerhouse and the electrical substation.


Please do not litter: Carry in - Carry out
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